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Abstract

Renewable energy (RE)-powered base stations (BSs) have been considered as an attractive solution to address the exponential

increasing energy demand in cellular networks while decreasing carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions. For the regions where reliable

power grids are insufficient and infeasible to deploy, such as aerial platforms and harsh environments, RE has been an alternative

power source for BSs. In this survey paper, we provide an overview of RE-enabled cellular networks, detailing their analysis,

classification, and related works. First, we introduce the key components of RE-powered BSs along with their frequently

adopted models. Second, we analyze the proposed strategies and design issues for RE-powered BSs that can be incorporated

into cellular networks and categorize them into several groups to provide a good grasp. Third, we introduce feasibility studies on

RE-powered BSs based on the recent literature. Fourth, we investigate RE-powered network components other than terrestrial

BSs to address potential issues regarding RE-enabled networks. Finally, we suggest future research directions and conclusions.
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Abstract—Renewable energy (RE)-powered base stations (BSs)
have been considered as an attractive solution to address the
exponential increasing energy demand in cellular networks while
decreasing carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions. For the regions where
reliable power grids are insufficient and infeasible to deploy, such
as aerial platforms and harsh environments, RE has been an
alternative power source for BSs. In this survey paper, we provide
an overview of RE-enabled cellular networks, detailing their
analysis, classification, and related works. First, we introduce the
key components of RE-powered BSs along with their frequently
adopted models. Second, we analyze the proposed strategies and
design issues for RE-powered BSs that can be incorporated into
cellular networks and categorize them into several groups to
provide a good grasp. Third, we introduce feasibility studies
on RE-powered BSs based on the recent literature. Fourth,
we investigate RE-powered network components other than
terrestrial BSs to address potential issues regarding RE-enabled
networks. Finally, we suggest future research directions and
conclusions.

Index Terms—Cellular networks, Renewable energy, Base
station, Networks design

I. INTRODUCTION

As the number of mobile subscribers has increased from 3.6
billion in 2014 to 5.2 billion in 2020, the increasing number of
mobile devices, which are used for data-hungry applications,
e.g., social network, video streaming, multimedia content and
cloud storage, has brought exponential growth in data traffic
[1]. Especially, the increased traffic has contributed to not only
the continuous expansion of network capacity demand but also
the surge in the energy consumption of the information and
communication technology (ICT) sector. As mobile data traffic
is estimated to increase at a compound annual growth rate of
46% from 2017 to 2022 [2], the exponential surge in energy
consumption is expected to reach 20% of the total electricity
consumption by 2030 [3]. As shown in Fig. 1, the base station
(BS) consumes nearly 60% of energy in a wireless cellular
network. Therefore, reducing the energy consumption of BSs
can increase revenue for mobile network operators (MNOs).

Over the last six years, the number of BSs in the world
increased from 4 million to 5 million, and every year they
generate over a hundred million tons of carbon dioxide equiv-
alent (CO2e) [5], exacerbating global warming and climate
change. Under the Paris Agreement, countries agreed to limit
global warming to below 1.5◦C. To do so, net-zero CO2
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and Engineering Division (CEMSE), King Abdullah University of Science
and Technology (KAUST), Thuwal, Saudi Arabia (E-mail: <kugjin.jung,
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emissions on average must be achieved by 2050 [6]. Accord-
ingly, “urgent action to combat climate change” is one of the
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UNSDGs),
for which the continuous increase in greenhouse emissions
must be addressed [7]. Hence, the energy consumption of BSs
has become not only an economic but also an environmental
and social issue. Therefore, powering BSs with renewable
energy (RE) such as solar and wind has attracted tremendous
interest from industry and academia as a means of reducing
both operating expenditures (OPEX) and carbon footprint.

In rural areas such as Sub-Saharan Africa, where nearly half
of the BSs do not have access to reliable electrical grids, i.e.,
off-grid or bad-grid, MNOs resorted to diesel before the design
of RE-powered BSs. Similarly, 16% of BSs in South and
Southeast Asia are not connected to reliable electrical grids,
and over 80% of them rely on diesel generators (DGs) [1].
Due to the drawback of using DGs, such as fluctuation in fuel
price, CO2 emission, maintenance cost, and lack of subsidies,
MNOs have replaced conventional BSs with RE-powered or
hybrid counterparts along with both diesel and RE in rural
areas. Even for the countries where diesel price is low, RE-
based systems are cost-effective compared to DGs when the
capital expenditure (CAPEX) is amortized. Therefore, nearly
70,000 RE-powered BSs operate worldwide as of 2020, a
45% increase since 2014, reducing the annual CO2e emissions
from the DGs of off-grid and bad-grid BSs by 2.2 million
metric tons over the last six years [1]. Especially, India
has established over 12,000 RE-powered BSs in this period,
resulting in the most dramatic reduction in CO2e emission.

For the case of academia, research on the energy-efficient
design of cellular networks has been conducted for decades in
various aspects, including topological management, resource
management, and hardware design. Topological management
includes BS deployment and operation, whereas resource
management involves resource allocation and power control,
and the hardware design targets power amplifiers and fanless
coolers [8]. With the necessity and feasibility of incorporating
RE-based powering unit into cellular network, not only the
above research on energy efficiency has been revisited, but also
new various communication techniques have been proposed
with awareness of RE. In addition, dimensioning and sizing
for optimizing energy source in RE-powered BSs have been
investigated. These studies are significant for the development
of RE-enabled cellular networks since RE highly depends on
intermittent and unpredictable weather conditions.

The existing survey works of [9]–[12] address green cellular
network which incorporate energy efficiency in their design,
components, and protocols. The studies in [9], [10] present
research issues to improve the energy efficiency of the cellular
network according to their own observation and categories,
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Fig. 1. Power consumption of a wireless cellular network [4].

TABLE I
CELLULAR NETWORK DESIGN ISSUES ADDRESSED IN EXISTING SURVEY

WORKS.

Reference [16] [17] [18] [19]
Resource management X
Load balancing (user association) X X X X
BS on/off strategies X X X
Energy sharing X X
Coordinated multipoint (CoMP) X X X X
Packet scheduling X
Dimensioning X

while the work in [11] narrows down the issues to BS sleep
mode control. In case of [12], the authors investigated research
studies on energy harvesting communications which reduces
the dependence on the grid energy. However, these studies
introduced the use of RE as one of the strategies for realizing
green cellular networks, rather than directly focusing on RE.
Therefore, these studies lack content on RE-powered BS.

On the other hand, there have been existing surveys on
the RE-powered BS [13]–[19] which can be divided into
two groups according to what they focus on. The works of
[13]–[15] focused only on the power system of local BSs,
rather than the entire cellular network that includes the BSs.
Specifically, they do not address design issues or algorithms
for cellular networks, which incorporate RE-powered BSs, but
rather introduce case studies on BS deployment, feasibility
analysis, and the components of the BS power supply system.
In addition, since their emphasis is on the BS, the usage of
RE in other parts of a cellular network, such as the aerial
base station, network-in-a-box (NIB), and very-small-aperture
terminal (VSAT), is not covered.

Other studies of [16]–[19] highlighted potential challenges
of incorporating RE-powered BSs into a cellular network and
mainly presented cellular network designs and strategies as
solutions. The addressed issues in each work are listed in
Table I. However, the issues in the tables do not include all
the proposed solutions in the literature regarding RE-enabled
networks, also they lack systematic classification. Moreover,
the related studies were briefly mentioned, and the number of
references regarding each issue was remarkably insufficient to
thoroughly grasp the topic.

This survey paper is different from the ones mentioned
above in that we provide a comprehensive view of both BS
power system and networks when incorporating RE-powered
BSs into a cellular network. Moreover, unlike the other
existing surveys, we introduce RE-enabled cellular network
components other than terrestrial BSs, such as the aerial base
station, NIB, and VSAT, to cover all the issues related to RE-
enabled networks. This work aims to introduce RE-enabled
cellular networks for readers as well as a detailed analysis
and classification of the state-of-the-art technologies.

We present an overview of RE-enabled networks in three
main sections: i) components in RE-powered BSs and their
modelings, ii) design and optimization issues, and iii) feasibil-
ity analysis including case studies and other RE-enabled appli-
cations in cellular networks. Each one corresponds to Section
II, Section III, and Section IV, respectively. In Section II, we
highlight the key network components and frequently adopted
models which are used for proposing the main strategies or
algorithms in the regarding literature. Then, we systematically
categorize all the strategies and design issues proposed for
implementing RE-enabled networks to provide a good grasp
of the topic at a glance in Section III. Section IV introduces the
works of feasibility study on RE-powered BSs and usage of
RE, especially solar, in an aerial base station, NIB, and VSAT.
Finally, we present potential research directions in Section V
and conclusions in Section VI.

II. COMPONENTS AND MODELS OF RE-POWERED BS

The RE-powered BS is composed of energy sources, energy
storage system, controller, and BS unit, as shown in Fig. 2.
The energy source can be a combinations of a DG and RE such
as solar and wind. The harvested energy from the RE sources
is delivered to the controller, and the controller determines
whether the energy is reserved in the energy storage system
or transferred to the BS, depending on network traffic and BS
power consumption. The reserved energy can be utilized when
there is not enough amount of RE being generated such as at
night.
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Fig. 2. Components of RE-powered BS.

A. Energy Source

1) Solar Energy: As an infinite and ubiquitous energy
source, solar energy can be collected using photovoltaic (PV)
panels, which convert solar irradiation into direct current (DC)
electric energy. The generation of solar energy depends on
the DC rating of PV panels, tilt of the PV panel, solar
irradiation profile, and geographic location [20]. Especially,
the irradiation profile and panel location result in temporal
and spatial dynamics in the amount of harvested solar energy.

To consider the temporal dynamics, we can divide a day into
hourly time slots, i.e., n = 1, 2, ..., N , and the harvested solar
energy during time slot n in watt can be modeled as r (n) =
r̄ (n) + r̃ (n), where r̄ (n) is the time-varying average solar
energy generation, and r̃ (n) is the randomness in RE [21]. The
randomness r̃ (n) can be modeled as a zero mean Gaussian
random variable, while the average r̄ (n) can be expressed
as squared exponential function with its maximum value at
the peak hour. The maximum value can be calculated as the
product of the surface area of the solar PV panel, the peak
irradiance, and the energy conversion efficiency [22].

On the other hand, hybrid optimization of multiple energy
resources (HOMER) calculates the energy output of the solar
PV panel as the product of the rated solar PV array capacity,
the peak solar hour, and the solar PV derating factor explaining
the degrading effects on PV energy production [23].

Some other studies calculate the net power from the PV
panel as the product of the current and voltage of the PV
array considering the changes in the current and voltage due
to the operating temperature [24].

2) Wind Turbine: Wind is another promising RE since it is
available for a long period without diurnal interruption, unlike
solar energy. Electric energy is generated by a wind turbine,
which is usually used along with solar energy rather than being
alone as an energy source. The output power from a wind
turbine can be estimated as a quadratic [24] or cubic function
[25] of wind velocity.

3) Diesel Generator: In rural areas where many BSs are
do not have access to reliable electricity, a back-up power
source is needed to provide uninterrupted services. MNOs
have resorted to diesel despite its harmful effect on the
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Fig. 3. Relation between CTF and DoDmax [28].

environment and high OPEX, and even for the RE-powered
BSs, the DG is considered as a back-up solution. The energy
generated by a DG can be calculated as the product of the
rated power output, the DG efficiency and the DG running
duration [26].

B. Energy Storage System

One of the major disadvantages of using RE is that the
amount of generated energy varies. Moreover, it cannot match
the BS load demand profile. The energy storage system can
mitigate this problem by storing excess energy and using it
on demand. In this way, the energy storage prevents power
outages and thus improves the reliability of the BS. The typical
energy storage systems are categorized into mechanical, elec-
trical, thermal, and chemical systems. The chemical system is
the most commonly used energy storage system, and in this
article, we will focus especially on the electro-chemical type,
which includes a battery, the hydrogen storage system, and
their hybrid systems.

1) Battery: Battery is the most widely used energy storage
device that converts stored chemical energy into electrical
energy and vice versa. It is modeled based on the state of
charge (SoC) which shows the level of battery charge in
percentage [24].

On the other hand, the battery depth of discharge (DoD)
shows how deeply the battery is discharged by percentage
and its maximum value is one of the parameters that explains
the battery which is complement to the minimum SoC in
percentage. Because the cost of battery accounts for a large
proportion of the CAPEX, the lifetime of the battery should be
taken into account. Battery life time in years can be calculated
by counting charge/discharge cycles to failure (CTF) for each
range of DoD for a year [28]. Batteries with a high percentage
of maximum DoD are expected to have a short life time since
higher maximum DoD leads to a lower value of CTF, as shown
in Fig. 3.

The size and type of battery are important factors in
designing RE-enabled BSs and determining the duration that
BS supports load demand without relying on other energy
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TABLE II
TYPES OF BATTERIES AND THEIR REQUIREMENTS [27]

Battery type Capital cost
($/kWh)

Roundtrip
efficiency

(%)

No. of
cycles

Max
DoD
(%)

Operational
temperature

(◦C)

Energy
density
(Wh/kg)

Operation &
Maintenance cost

Lead-acid
(conventional) 110∼140 75∼85 500∼1000 70 −20∼50 30 Very low

Lead-acid
(OPZS-OPZV) 140∼340 80∼90 1200∼1800 80 −20∼50 30 Very low

Nickel-cadmium 400∼900 70∼80 1500∼3000 100 −40∼50 50 ≈0
Nickel metal hydride 800∼1200 65∼70 1000∼1500 −40∼50 80 ≈0

Lithium ion 1000∼1700 95∼100 1500∼3000 80 −30-90 90∼150 ≈0
Lithium polymer 950∼1650 90∼100 600 80 −20-60 100-150 ≈0

Sodium sulfur
(NaS) 350∼1200 89∼92 2500∼3500 100 300∼350 100 Medium (heating)

Vanadium redox
(VRB) 250∼800 65∼75 5000∼10000 80 0∼40 30∼50 High (pumps)

Zinc bromine
(ZnBr) 300∼950 70∼80 4000 100 0∼40 70 High (pumps)

Metal air 50∼250 50 100∼500 −20∼50 450∼650 Low

𝑯𝟐𝑯𝟐DC 𝑯𝟐 DC

Electrolyzer Hydrogen tank Fuel cell

DC electrical line

Controller

Fig. 4. Hydrogen storage structure [27].

sources. They should be determined under the following
system requirements: cost, the number of charge/discharge
cycles, operating temperature, and weight [29]. Table II shows
the requirements of various battery types used in BSs. Among
them, the lead-acid battery is the most widely used for solar-
powered BSs due to its low weight, high energy density,
high storage efficiency, and low cost, although its disposal
is not eco-friendly. In a stand-alone system where BSs are
not connected to a power grid, some MNOs choose the new
lead-acid battery, OPZS or OPZV, over the conventional one
[27]. Even though the lithium-ion battery seems to have many
advantages over the lead-acid battery in terms of storage
efficiency, the life span of cycles, operating temperature, and
energy density, it causes high CAPEX, and the unfavorable
effect of deep discharging follows [14]. The sodium-sulfur
(NaS) battery is considered to be the most promising one as its
capital cost is expected to be reduced to 120 $/kWh while its
number of cycles can be increased to 5000-6000 cycles [30].

2) Hydrogen Storage: Fuel cell is considered as a feasible
option for backup energy in RE-powered BSs and discussed its
use in [25], [31], [32] since it stores energy cheaper than con-
ventional batteries and has zero or relatively low gas emission
[33]. It consists of an electrolyzer, hydrogen tank, and fuel cell,
as shown in Fig. 4 [27]. The electrolyzer decomposes water
into hydrogen using excess DC electrical energy and delivers

the produced hydrogen to the tank. The hydrogen tank can
be used to store chemical energy in hydrogen, and the fuel
cell combines hydrogen with oxygen in the air to produce DC
electricity. With it, excess energy can be stored in the form of
chemical energy, and it can be converted to electrical energy
on demand. Moreover, it has the flexibility to store electric
energy in the form of a gas or liquid.

A common hydrogen storage system used in the stand-alone
BSs is the proton-exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cell since it
offers low operating temperature, quick response to changing
loads, durability, simplicity in design, robust yield, high energy
density, and capability to exploit atmospheric air for energy
generation [34], [35].

Although the hydrogen storage system has low-energy stor-
age cost, and offers an environmentally harmless process, and
the flexible storage options, it has low round trip efficiency
about 30%, while most of the batteries in Table II have above
70% round trip efficiency, and it costs high CAPEX compared
to conventional batteries [27]. This hinders fuel cells to be
utilized as a sole energy storage system in stand-alone BSs.
Thus, the hybridization of both the battery and hydrogen
storage system is utilized for energy storage in solar-powered
BSs with a levelized cost of electricity being cheaper than the
conventional battery system [34].

C. BS Power Consumption Model
The power consumption of BSs increases as the BSs carry

a larger amount of traffic load, and it can be modeled using a
linear function which increases with the normalized traffic load
K in [4]. When the BS is inactive, it only spends sleep-mode
power Psleep in order to save energy. If data traffic arrives, BS
is activated with minimum non-zero load power P0 to operate
Ntrx transceiver. In active BS mode, communication power
consumption increases linearly by normalized traffic load K
with the slope of load-dependent power consumption ∆p when
the output of the power amplifier at the maximum traffic load
is Pmax. The values of parameters for various BS types are
listed in Table III.

While many studies considering the BS sleep mode with
traffic load exploit the model described above, studies on
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TABLE III
POWER CONSUMPTION FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF BSS [4].

BS Type NTRX Pmax [W] P0 [W] ∆p Psleep [W]
Macro 6 20.0 130.0 4.7 75.0
RRH 6 20.0 84.0 2.8 56.0
Micro 2 6.3 56.0 2.6 39.0
Pico 2 0.13 6.8 4.0 4.3

Femto 2 0.05 4.8 8.0 2.9

downlink beamforming express the BS power consumption
as the weighted sum of the beamformers’ transmitting power,
Pt, and static power, Ps [36]–[38]. The transmitting power,
Pt can be expressed with sum of the squared beamforming
vectors. As shown in Fig. 1, the static power includes the
cooler, baseband unit, and power supply, which accounts for
about 40% in total, while the transmitting power consumes the
remaining 60% as a power amplifier.

D. Traffic Model

In many studies where traffic management, such as user
association and load balancing, is addressed or network latency
is chosen as a performance metric, traffic load model is
proposed and a network latency function is formulated [39]–
[44]. Assuming that the traffic arrives at the BS following an
inhomogeneous Poisson point process with arrival rate λ (x)
and the lengths of files are independently distributed with
mean l (x), the average traffic load density of the user can
be calculated as the product of them. Then, the traffic load of
a BS can be obtained by integrating the average traffic load
density of users who are served by the BS. With it, the works
in [41], [44] defined the network latency as a quality of service
(QoS) metric whereas the studies in [39], [42], [45] introduced
the average waiting delays of the users.

E. Energy Harvesting Model

Regarding RE modeling, some researchers assumed specific
energy sources, i.e., solar and wind, and introduced model-
ing considering their realistic characteristics, as described in
Section II.A. In other studies in which the authors did not
focus on the energy source, the state of RE in the BS was
modeled by assuming either a probability distribution or an
uncertainty region since RE generation is unpredictable and
intermittent. For the approach of the probability distribution,
many studies employed the Poisson counting process to model
the time-varying energy arrival times [46]–[50]. For the second
approach, the uncertainty set can be postulated from historical
measurements and fine forecast techniques. By obtaining the
uncertainty set that the harvested energy of each time slot lies
in, the uncertain quantities can be modeled. Two different un-
certainty sets exist as polyhedral set [37], [51] and ellipsoidal
set [37], [52].

F. Types of RE-powered BS

Even though RE is potentially infinite, its limited availability
results in uncertainty about the timing and quantity of energy
collected. Thus, BSs are required to be equipped with a reliable

BSRE sources Energy storageElectrical grid

= or or

Battery Fuel cell

Hybrid

Stand-alone without energy storage Stand-alone with energy storage

On-grid without energy storage On-grid with energy storage

Controller

Fig. 5. Types of RE-powered BS.

TABLE IV
TYPES OF BS POWERED BY RE AND THE RELATED WORKS

Type of BS References
Stand-alone without

energy storage [53]–[55]

Stand-alone with
energy storage [14], [23], [25], [31], [34], [50], [56]–[77]

On-grid without
energy storage [38], [40], [42]–[44], [78]–[87]

On-grid with
energy storage

[36], [37], [41], [45], [47], [60]
[71], [72], [88]–[108]

energy source, such as a power grid or energy storage system,
to provide uninterrupted service for users. In this context,
RE-powered BS can be classified according to whether it is
connected to a grid (on-grid) or not (stand-alone) and whether
it has an energy storage system or not, as depicted in Fig. 5. BS
can be either connected to a grid so that it can operate without
an outage, or it can be operated solely by RE. On another front,
BS can be supported by energy storage described in Section
II.B for back-up. Accordingly, four groups can be formed as
“stand-alone without energy storage”,“stand-alone with energy
storage”,“on-grid without storage”, and “on-grid with energy
storage” as shown in Table IV and also the related works are
listed. BS can choose its connectivity to a grid and energy
storage system with different types of RE sources, i.e., solar,
wind, or the hybrid use of both sources.

III. DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION ISSUES

We classify all the design and optimization issues in RE-
enabled networks into five categories: topology adjustment,
traffic management, resource management, BS cooperation,
and dimensioning. Moreover, each issue has detailed topics
as shown in Fig. 6. First, topology explains the issues en-
countered in the network structure design, such as whether
the BS is on and off, where it is deployed, and how to
determine the size of each cell. The research on how to allot
users’ packets into network resources at RE-powered BSs is
addressed in traffic management. We investigate the issues of
how to efficiently allocate resources in RE, power, temporal,
and frequency domains in resource management, and the BS
cooperation describes joint signaling and/or powering opera-
tion among clustered BSs in a network. Lastly, we investigate
the dimensioning of a solar-powered BS, such as sizing the
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Fig. 6. Design and optimization issues in RE-enabled networks.

PV cell and battery, and adjusting the PV cell angle. Some
works adopt one of the five design issues for optimization
objectives, while other works address several issues jointly
due to their close relation. The detailed design objectives of
the categorized network optimization problems are listed in
Table V, and the algorithms and methods used to solve the
optimization problems are listed in Table VI.

All the issues except for dimensioning have been tradition-
ally investigated without the consideration of RE for enhanced
user QoS or energy saving. However, we emphasize that, since
the amount of harvested energy varies temporally and spatially,
it is necessary to take uncertainty into account in the literature
regarding the RE-enabled networks. Considering both the
uncertainty of traffic and generated RE, two approaches can be
used: offline and online algorithm. For the offline algorithm,
energy profile, traffic demand profile, and harvested energy
are assumed to be known ahead of time and deterministic
as in the works [36], [109]–[111]. On the other hand, since
this priori information is limited and unavailable, the online
algorithm resorts to only stochastic knowledge and casual
information obtained through learning algorithms [37], [76],
[90], [91], [93], [101], [107], [108]. Some works considered
both algorithms and compared them [47], [54], [89], [100],
[112].

A. Topology Management

1) BS Deployment: By properly deploying the BSs consid-
ering traffic load demands, the network operator can reduce
CAPEX and OPEX in the context of energy consumption
while maintaining service quality of the users. For the case
of BS powered by RE, the BS deployment problem has been
addressed in [125]–[127]. Since the initial cost of harnessing
RE is expensive, researchers have minimized the number of
deployed BSs under user QoS constraint [125], whereas power
consumption was minimized by efficiently deploying the BSs

[126]. Both CAPEX and OPEX were addressed in [127] by
introducing the weighted sum of the total installation cost and
grid power consumption as a minimizing objective function. In
addition to the deployment of BSs, the study in [127] assumed
that BSs can have dedicated power line connections from other
RE sources and determined the inter connectivity among RE
sources and dealt with traffic load assignment problems.

2) BS Switch On/off: Since traffic demand tends to fluctuate
and networks are dimensioned and operated based on the
peak hour traffic, it can be inefficient in terms of energy
consumption to operate all BSs in the network during off-peak
hours. Moreover, a case study in Manchester, United Kingdom,
based on the real temporal traffic trace over one week reveals
that, during weekdays, the traffic is 10% less than its peak
value for 30% of the time, whereas the time portion increases
during weekends [128]. This motivates researchers to consider
turning off some underutilized BSs and let the remaining active
BSs be responsible for the service and coverage of networks
for a certain period when the traffic demand is lower than a
certain level. Considering RE-enabled networks, BS switching
can be adopted by obtaining the optimal parameters for the
switch on/off strategy [123], or adjusting the BSs’ on/off state
for each time slot [113], [114], or finding the optimal set of
active BSs on a longer time scale [40], [106]. To be specific
about the optimal set of active BSs, it is jointly considered
with user association [40] or energy scheduling [106]. Here
the time-scale of the BS switching is assumed to be larger
than that of the user association or energy scheduling so that
each problem can be dealt with separately.

For each work in more detail, D. Niyato et al. [123]
investigated the performance of a solar-powered wireless sen-
sor/mesh network in terms of packet blocking and dropping
probabilities with the presented queuing model. Given the
fact that as the period of BS’s off state increases, the packet
blocking probability also increases while the packet dropping
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TABLE V
OBJECTIVE FUNCTIONS WITH DESIGN AND OPERATIONAL STRATEGIES FOR RE-POWERED BSS IN NETWORKS

Objective function Strategies
Topology management Traffic management Resource management BS cooperation Dimensioning

Minimizing
the on-grid energy consumption [95], [113], [114] [82], [100], [102]

[103], [115]
[84], [95], [100], [103]

[107], [114]

[38], [79]–[81]
[84], [88], [89]

[107]
[116], [117]

Minimizing the total energy
(on-grid and RE) cost [118]

Minimizing
the net energy cost in smart grid [21]

Maximizing
the network utility [55], [99], [101] [76], [99] [76]

Minimizing
the network latency [39], [85] [57], [58]

Maximizing the weighted
sum of on-grid consumption

and user QoS metric
[40]

[40], [41]
[42]–[44]

[86], [87], [108]
[41], [108]

Maximizing
the utilization of RE [104] [82], [104]

Maximizing
the energy efficiency [96], [105] [47], [105]

Minimizing
the cost of using

conventional energy source
[106] [83], [93] [36], [37], [91] [65]

Maximizing
the profit of network operator [94] [83] [94]

Maximizing
the weighted sum rate [78], [119]

Minimizing
the capital cost

[45], [60]
[63], [66]

[120]–[122]
Maximizing

the number of accepted users [54]

Minimizing
the transmission completion time [109]–[111]

probability decreases, they obtained the optimal probability of
switching on and off considering the trade-off between packet
blocking and packet dropping probabilities.

J. Gong et al. [113] obtained the optimal BSs’ on/off state
for each time slot to minimize the time average of grid
power consumption under the blocking probability constraint
as QoS metric. Moreover, the authors extended the work by
introducing the opportunistic sleep mode of BS where an
active BS turns into the sleep mode with a time ratio by turning
off some subframes [114]. With it, the optimal sleep ratio and
the optimal number of active subcarriers were obtained along
with the optimal BSs’ on/off state.

As mentioned above, the work described in [106] optimized
energy scheduling with the optimal amount of supply energy
from the power grid, distributed local generator, and battery
for each time slot along with the optimal on/off state for each
frame with multiple time slots. All the optimization variables
aimed to minimize the energy cost from the power grid and
local generator.

The weighted sum of energy consumption and network
flow-level performance was minimized in heterogeneous net-
works (HetNets) by solving two subproblems [40]: BS switch
on/off operation and user association. The weight parameter
determines the trade-off between energy consumption and user
QoS.

3) Cell Size Optimization: Cell size is one of the factors
that determines the energy consumption of the BS in that it

Cell with 

heavy traffic

Cell with 

surplus RE

Increased 

RE cell size

Cell with 

lighter traffic

Cell size 

optimization

Grid power

Grid power

Conventional

Proposed

Fig. 7. Cell size control increasing the cell with surplus RE and inducing
less grid energy consumption in RE-enabled networks [129].

offloads mobile traffic, especially at the cell edge. With the
RE-powered BS in mind, increasing the cell size of BSs with
surplus RE while shrinking the cell size of neighbor BSs,
as shown in Fig. 7, can minimize on-grid energy [95] or
maximize RE utilization [104], [129].

In [95], T. Han et al. formulated two subproblems, i.e.,
RE allocation and cell size optimization, and proposed al-
gorithm for each problem to deal with the temporal and
spatial randomness of the harvested RE and the mobile traffic
load. The first subproblem aims to minimize on-grid energy
consumption allocating RE to the BS in the time domain, and
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TABLE VI
ALGORITHMS AND METHODS

Strategies References Algorithms and methods

BS switch on/off
[123]

• Game theory formulation
• Direct search method
• Pattern search method

[113], [114] • Dynamic programming

[106]
• Lyapunov optimization tech-

nique

Packet
scheduling [111]

• Sequential unconstrained
minimization technique

User association [101]
• Lagrange dual decomposi-

tion method

[8] • Greedy algorithm

Transmit
power control

[99]
• Alternating direction method

of multipliers

[93], [108]
• Lyapunov optimization tech-

nique

[96]
• Mesh adaptive direct search

algorithm

CoMP
[36] • Dual subgradient method

[37]
• Dual subgradient method
• Lyapunov optimization tech-

nique

[78] • Ellipsoid method

Energy sharing

[89] • Greedy algorithm

[76]
• Lyapunov optimization tech-

nique

[117] • Subgradient method

[84] • Univariate search method
PV cell and bat-
tery sizing [60] • Genetic algorithm

PV cell angle [124]
• Simplex algorithm
• Branch and bound algorithm

based on the solution, the second one minimizes the ratio of
energy consumption to allocated RE for each BS with the
optimal cell size by adjusting the pilot signal power of each
BS. Specifically, the second algorithm increases cell size of
a BS with sufficient amount of RE to balance the energy
consumption among BSs.

The work in [129] introduces two basic approaches to guide
more power consumption into the BS with excess RE. The
first approach is tuning the handover parameter so that users
at the cell edge would have preferential access to the BS
with extra RE. The second approach is done by increasing
the downlink transmission power of the BS with extra RE
while the neighboring BSs reduce their power. [104] proposes
an algorithm that adjusts cell size by determining the vector
of the beacon power level for the BS so that the utilization
of RE can be maximized by minimizing the energy depleting
rate.

B. Traffic Management

1) Packet Scheduling: Energy-efficient packet scheduling
over a fading channel with data arrival and deadline constraint
has been extensively investigated. Energy harvesting from
ambient energy sources has been incorporated, as shown in
Fig. 8. Accordingly, the arrivals of the harvested energy have
been added as a factor to consider. Related studies focused

Harvested
energy queue

Transmitter

ReceiverData queue

Fig. 8. Packet scheduling with energy harvesting [109].

Macro BS Pico BS User

Fig. 9. User association in HetNets with RE.

on transmission methods, not on how energy is harvested
[109]–[111]. It was assumed that the transmitter has the
knowledge of energy harvesting as well as the channel state
leading to offline algorithm. The trade-off between the en-
ergy harvesting time and the packet transmission time was
considered using the causality constraint of packets and har-
vested energy. Shorter packet transmission time requires more
harvested energy, which is limited. Based on this limitation,
the optimal transmission rate and power were determined to
minimize the overall transmission completion time in different
situations. The transmission time minimization was formulated
on AWGN channel in [109] while authors [110] extended it to
AWGN broadcast channel with a static data pool. Furthermore,
fading channel was considered [111]. The solution adjusts
the transmission rate and power not only according to packet
arrivals and harvested energy but also according to the channel
state.

Some studies maximized the utilization of RE to minimize
the conventional energy consumption, rather than minimizing
the transmission completion time [82], [115]. For example,
the authors balanced the energy consumption of a BS among
time slots by packet scheduling under packet delivery time
constraints, and then allocated the bandwidth to minimize the
energy consumption of the BS [115]. Moreover, the work
described in [82] scheduled the users first, and obtained the
optimal number of packets allocated for each user and time
slot.

2) User Association: The energy consumption of a BS
depends on its traffic load, and MNOs can save operating
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costs by directing traffic loads to the BSs with higher RE
capacity. The conventional received signal strength-based user
association leads to a severe traffic load imbalance among
macro BSs and small-cell BSs due to the spatial dynamics
of BSs deployment and the disparities of transmit powers and
BS capabilities. Then, the QoS of associated users may not be
met in overloaded BSs, while the resources may not be fully
utilized in lightly loaded BSs.

In HetNet where small cells are densely deployed in a
macro-cellular networks to achieve spectrum and energy ef-
ficiency, small BSs require smaller transmit power and op-
erational power than the macro BSs. This enables HetNets
to be easily combined with an RE source, whether it be the
only energy source or the additional energy source along with
on-grid energy, as shown in Fig. 9, since RE shows high
variability and may not be sufficient to supply high-power
to macro BSs [50]. In this case, even the user association
based on cell traffic load is undesirable in terms of on-grid
energy consumption; that is, some BSs drain their available
RE and must pull energy from the on-grid energy, while others
have excess RE with less energy demand. In this context,
user association considering on-grid energy consumption and
addressing the unbalanced work load distribution issue among
BSs in HetNets with RE sources has been intensively studied.

Some studies addressed user association along with resource
allocation, such as bandwidth [130], RE source [100], [103],
transmit power [99], and time/frequency resources [101].
In [130], the on-grid power consumption was minimized
along with the minimum user minimum signal to interfer-
ence & noise ratio (SINR) constraint. Additionally, two sub-
optimization problems were proposed for minimizing on-grid
energy consumption in time and spatial domains [100], [103].
The authors optimized the user association in a certain time
slot and then, obtained the optimal RE allocation across
different time slots. In [99], [101], the authors defined the
utility function using their own functions and maximized it.
The utility function in [99] considers users’ throughput, the
cost for using the radio resources, the cost of using the
backhaul resource, and the saving on using caching while that
in [101] is formulated as the sum of the logarithm of user’s
rate to balance network performance and user fairness. The
maximization of utility proportional fairness in [101] can also
be found in [55].

Several studies jointly optimized on-grid energy consump-
tion and one of the various user QoS metrics, such as the
effective data rate [43], [86], traffic delay [41], [42], [44],
packet drop cost [108], and flow level performance [8], [40]
by formulating the objective function as the weighted sum
of the user QoS function and on-grid energy consumption.
By linearly combining the two competing functions with the
weighting coefficient, the two objectives can be simultane-
ously handled with flexible tradeoff considering preferences
or importance. Users’ throughput was used as the QoS metric
in [43], [86]. The authors defined the effective data rate of
a user’s flow and formulated a maximization problem by
combining it with the on-grid energy consumption.

Average delay was considered as a user QoS metric, thus the
minimization problem was formulated and each work defined

its own cost function of average delay and on-grid energy
consumption [41], [42], [44]. Especially, the work in [44]
considered 3-tier HetNets where not only macro BSs and
pico BSs took parts but also relay stations forwarded data
received from macro BSs to users and vice versa. The optimal
traffic load was obtained not only for the BSs but also for the
relay stations. Similarly, the study in [87] also formulated the
weighted sum of the cost of average traffic delay and cost
of energy consumption, but contrary to [41], [42], [44], it
considered uplink as well as downlink, thus formulating the
objective function based on the weighted sum of the aver-
age traffic delay, the downlink on-grid energy consumption,
and the uplink energy consumption of users. In [108], the
minimization objective function included packet drop cost as
the user QoS metric, which represented the QoS parameter
as the percentage of successfully transmitted data packets of
the users. Unlike works that address the optimization through
only user association [42], [44], [87], optimal user association
and optimal BS downlink transmission power control were
achieved in [41], [108].

In [8], [40], user association and BS switch on/off operation
were addressed simultaneously to minimize the weighted sum
of flow level performance and on-grid energy consumption by
determining the optimal set of active BSs and user association.
The work in [8] introduced general models for BS power
consumption and flow level performance, i.e., throughput,
and traffic delay. The problem was decomposed into two
subproblems: BS switch on/off and user association based on
time scale separation. However, the authors in [8] did not
consider RE in powering BSs and the work was expanded
in [40] by addressing HetNets with RE and applying on-grid
energy consumption.

Other than the weighted sum of two competing functions,
other objective functions were also considered for the optimal
user association for BSs in HetNets with RE and on-grid
energy by minimizing on-gird power consumption [102]; and
minimizing the sum of the weighted latency [39], [85].

Moreover, studies were conducted on user association in
HetNets with BSs solely powered by RE supply [54], [55],
[74], [96] as opposed to the above works with RE and on-grid.
While these works did not include on-grid energy consumption
in their objective functions and constraints, they aimed to
i) maximize the number of accepted users and minimize
the required bandwidth resource [54] or ii) maximize the
logarithm of users’ rate [55] or iii) maximize the topology
potential, which is defined to measure the desirability of
association between BSs and users [74] or iv) maximize energy
efficiency, which is defined as the ratio of the total data rate
to the total power consumption [96].

C. Resource Management

We cover RE allocation, time and frequency allocation, and
transmit power control in resource management. By exploiting
these resources efficiently, the objective functions mentioned
in Table V can reach optimal performance, and accordingly,
many studies have dealt with the efficient utilization of re-
sources. Through the regarding literature, it could be found
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Fig. 10. RE allocation across time slots by determining the amount of RE
utilized at current state and reserved for the future.

that the resource management was usually addressed with
other schemes, such as BS switch on/off, energy sharing,
cell size optimization, and user association rather than being
addressed alone.

1) Renewable Energy Allocation: The energy storage sys-
tem is one of the solutions for enduring the intermittent
generation of RE sources in RE-enabled networks. The stored
energy can be used efficiently to improve the performance
with the optimal amount of RE that should be utilized at the
current stage and reserved for the future, as shown in Fig.
10. This RE allocation across time slots has been addressed
jointly with energy sharing [94], user association [100], [103],
cell size optimization [95], and transmit power control [57],
[58].

The authors [94] aimed to maximize the profit of a network
operator using the optimal amount of energy drawn from a
smart grid, and RE generator for each BS and each time slot
considering the uncertainty of RE and the variation in the
smart grid price. Additionally, since the network is powered
by the smart grid, the authors optimized the amount of excess
RE to be sold back to the smart grid and included it in the
profit.

Because the amount of harvested RE and the mobile traffic
load exhibited randomness both in time and space, the on-grid
energy consumption can be minimized in two dimensions by
formulating two subproblems in which each one corresponds
to time and space, respectively: the time dimension for RE
allocation across time slot and space dimension for user
association [100], [103] or cell size optimization [95].

In [57], V. Chamola et al. proposed a scheme which
allocates available RE in proportion to the BS load for a
network of stand-alone solar-powered BSs. Given the energy
allocation, the network latency was minimized with optimal
BS downlink transmit power control under the constrained
energy availability at the BSs. This work was extended by
adding user association problem which determines the optimal
BS loads given RE allocation and power control [58]. The
results were validated using a real BS deployment scenario
from United Kingdom and compared with existing algorithms
in terms of reducing energy outages with network latency
performance.

2) Time and Frequency Allocation: Provided that the RE-
powered BSs schedule transmission over time or frequency

slot, the time and frequency can be allocated as resources.
The related works addressed it simultaneously with BS switch
on/off [114], transmit power control [47], [84], energy sharing
[84], and user association [84], [101].

In [114], the proposed algorithm determines BSs’ on-off
states and the number of active subcarriers allocated to each
BS to adjust the power consumption of BS considering the
traffic load and amount of harvested RE. The joint opti-
mization minimizes the average grid power consumption to
the extent that new users are not blocked by adopting the
blocking probability as the QoS metric. In [84], the authors
took into account the energy sharing among BSs, meaning
that transferred energy needs to be included in minimizing
the grid energy cost. Other than energy sharing, the ratio of
time and frequency resources, transmission power, and user
association were jointly optimized. Unlike other studies, the
work in [47] classified the transmit power according to the
drawn power source, e.g., RE or non-RE, and whether the
power was consumed for signal transmission or processing.
The classified power was then optimized for maximizing
the weighted energy efficiency along with the subchannel
allocation in an orthogonal frequency division multiple access
(OFDMA) downlink network.

3) Transmit Power Control: In RE-powered BS during
downlink transmission, the transmit power can be one of the
resource design variables to be considered along with user
association [41], [96], [99], [105], [108], energy sharing [76],
[107], and battery management [93]. Although the optimiza-
tion variables handled by some studies were the same, they
differed depending on what objective functions and constraints
were assumed and how the system model was constructed.

For the cases dealing with the transmit power control with
user association in the network powered by both grid and
RE, maximizing the energy efficiency was addressed in the
case of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) and full duplex
[105] and heterogeneous cloud radio access network (CRAN)
[96]. In addition, [99] maximized a self-defined utility function
which takes into account user’s throughput, the cost of using
resources, and saving by using caching, while the study in
[41] investigated the trade-off between grid energy saving
and network latency to minimize their weighted sum as an
objective function. In [108], the authors minimized network
service cost, which includes grid energy consumption and
achievable QoS in terms of packet drop probability.

To deal with the cases that consider energy sharing with
power control, they optimized the transmitted power along
with the amount of energy transferred between BSs across time
slots. The authors [107] minimized on-grid energy consump-
tion under the consideration of stochastic user arrival, traffic
arrival, the amount of harvested RE, and queuing of traffic
and energy while guaranteeing the minimum average user
throughput. The work in [76] maximized the time-averaged
network utility defined as the transmitted data of the whole
network in a millimeter-wave (mmWave) cellular network
while ensuring the packet queue length was bounded. The BSs
in [76] were solely powered by RE, whereas the BSs in [107]
were supported by a grid.

Lastly, for the case of power control with battery man-
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Fig. 11. CoMP system with RE-based BSs, where the BSs share not only
communication information such as the transmit messages and the channel
state, but also the amount of harvested RE of each BS.

agement, the amounts of charged power and transmit power
were jointly determined in [93]. The authors investigated the
problem of minimizing the electricity cost of BSs assuming
a real-time electricity market where the price of grid energy
varies over time.

D. BS Cooperation

1) Coordinated multipoint (CoMP): In a network where
inter-cell interference is severe due to close proximity among
BSs, such as HetNets, CoMP is a promising solution to allevi-
ate the interference. In a CoMP system, BSs form clusters, and
share their transmit messages and channel state information to
mitigate inter-cell interference with coordinated beamforming.
It enables BSs to transform the interference into desired signals
and utilize the distributed multiple antennas. In this way, the
transmit power of BSs can be compensated by each other, and
the user service quality in the network can be improved with
the reduced signalling cost.

CoMP can offer a solution for harvested energy varia-
tions in BSs by including the RE state of each BS into
the shared information among BSs as shown in Fig. 11
[19]. The increased energy consumption due to the duplicate
transmissions of the CoMP is another reason that the studies
have considered CoMP with RE-based BSs. Also, BSs with
energy harvesting may need to sleep during charging, leading
to frequent handovers. The CoMP can be a promising solution
by alleviating the outages, thus improving the reliability of
communication. In most of the works that considered CoMP
with RE-enabled networks, the optimal beamforming vector
was investigated [36], [37], [78], [79] or the optimal subset
of BSs was obtained for cluster formation [80], [81], or both
[38].

In the work with the optimal beamforming vector, each BS
was equipped with not only an RE generator, but also a two-
way trading smart grid system, which enables energy sharing
among BSs [36], [37], [78], [79]. Accordingly, the exchanged
energy was optimized along with the optimal cooperative
downlink beamforming vectors based on the shared informa-
tion. Xin Wang et al. defined the transaction cost of BS for
each time slot as a linear combination of surplus electricity and
deficit electricity and minimize the transaction cost subject to
the worst-case SINR [36], [37]. In the work of [36], the authors

Smart grid

Physical  
power line

Smart
meter

Smart
meter

Smart
meter

Energy sharing with smart grid Energy sharing with physical line

Fig. 12. Direct wired energy sharing among BSs which includes both smart
grid trading and transmission through physical line.

considered the worst-case energy transaction cost over a given
finite horizon with offline algorithm assuming RE source is
known ahead of time. However, since the offline algorithm
had high computational complexity in large time horizon, the
authors considered online algorithm and formulated the time-
average energy transaction cost over infinite time horizon in
the work of [37]. In [78], Jie Xu et al. also jointly optimized
the beamforming vectors and the exchanged power, but they
specifically obtained the optimal transmit power allocation
of zero-forcing (ZF) precoding at the BSs to maximize the
weighted sum rate. The optimal result proved the need for
energy sharing in CoMP schemes to fully utilize the harvested
RE. The same authors minimized the total grid energy cost
with the optimal amount of purchased/sold energy from/to
the grid and the optimal transmit beamforming vectors while
satisfying the user’s minimum SINR requirement in [79]. The
results showed performance gain compared to separate design
of energy trading and beamforming vector.

The works in [80], [81] also obtained the optimal subset of
BSs in HetNets by assigning BSs for each user and minimized
the grid energy consumption. Further, the authors combined
the cooperative transmission with the sleep mode of the BS in
[80]. The RE-aware CRAN was combined with CoMP [38] so
that the decoupled remote radio heads (RRHs) can be densely
deployed and cooperatively transmit the data to the served
user. The authors obtained the optimal beamforming vector
and the subsets of active RRHs for minimizing the grid energy
consumption, subject to the minimum SINR constraint.

The work in [46] considered an uplink transmission of
Internet of Things with two energy harvesting BSs, which
is prone to outage due to handover and BS sleeping during
recharging. As a solution, the authors proposed CoMP and
analyzed the performance in terms of outage probability and
ergodic capacity.

2) Energy Sharing: Energy sharing has been newly sug-
gested and investigated as a solution to the energy imbalance
between BSs due to the randomness in both RE generation
and mobile traffic at each BS. In other words, the energy
surplus and short fall of BSs can average out by exchanging
the energy among BSs. The energy sharing mechanism can be
classified as shown in Table VII [131]. In contrast with direct
energy sharing, traffic offloading, which gives more traffic
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TABLE VII
ENERGY SHARING CLASSIFICATION [131].

Energy sharing
mechanism

Direct energy sharing Non-direct energy sharing
Wired energy sharing Wireless energy sharing Traffic offloading

(III-B2. User association)
Cooperative transmission

(III-D1. CoMP)Physical power line Smart grid

References [21], [89], [107]
[116], [118]

[21], [36], [37]
[76], [78], [79]

[84], [94], [117]
* [84], [117] [36], [37], [78], [79]

*Wireless power transfer is not suitable for energy sharing among RE-powered BSs.

load to BSs with surplus energy, is regarded as non-direct
energy sharing. Also, cooperative transmission can be a way of
non-direct energy sharing since it controls energy availability
by leveraging underutilized energy among BSs. We describe
traffic offloading and cooperative transmission in the form of
user association in the traffic management section and CoMP
in the BS cooperation section, respectively.

In direct energy sharing, most researchers dealt with the
energy imbalance problem among RE-powered BSs and chose
wired energy sharing over wireless energy sharing. Although
energy can be shared through wireless power transfer, it is
limited to short distances due to its high power losses and not
suitable for energy sharing between BSs [132]. As shown in
Fig. 12, the direct wired energy sharing can be realized by
physical power transmission lines among BSs and the two-
way power flow enabled smart grid. The works addressing
each energy sharing mechanism are listed in Table VII and
the mechanisms can be considered jointly as physical power
line and smart grid [21], smart grid and user association [84],
[117], and smart grid and CoMP [36], [37], [78], [79].

Power sharing via the direct power line entails deploying
physical power transmission lines among sharing BSs. It leads
to high CAPEX, while trading through smart grids costs OPEX
that must be paid to the grid operator. The regarding works
determine the amount of wired energy transaction among
the BSs or between BS and smart grid or both. With the
optimal amount, grid power consumption can be minimized
[89], [107], [116], [117]. In the case of energy sharing through
physical power line between two BSs, it was shown that 80%
of grid power consumption can be saved [89]. However, this
result is limited to a simple topology of the cellular network
since it considered only two BSs. More complicate topology
was considered with N BSs connected to smart grid and
the amount of energy transferred through the smart grid was
optimized along with traffic offloading [117]. Nevertheless,
the work did not consider the distance between two BSs
which affects power losses. Considering the topology of the
cellular network, D. Benda et al. proposed two algorithms
and compared their results [116]. First one was aware of the
distance-dependent power loss in the transmission line and the
other one was not. Their results showed that the first algorithm
saved 30% more grid power in a fully connected cellular
network with 15 BSs by searching for shorter distances among
BSs. The energy sharing through power line was addressed
along with optimal resource allocation such as subchannel
and power in [107]. Although the work was limited to the
case of two BSs connected to each other, its result showed
that combination of energy sharing and resource allocation

⋯

PV cell sizing

⋯

Battery sizing

Electrical grid

Fig. 13. PV cell and battery sizing of solar-powered BS.

outperforms each one in terms of the grid energy saving.
A combination of physical power line and smart grid was

used to minimize net energy cost, which involves the expense
of purchasing extra energy and revenue earned by selling extra
RE from/to the smart grid and other BSs [21]. After determin-
ing the physical power lines based on energy consumption and
RE generation of each BS, the authors optimized the amount
of power drawn from smart grid and other connected BSs for
each BS. Unlike works in which each BS was assumed to have
its own RE generator, [91] proposed an energy sharing strategy
for a network with shared access to a so-called RE farm
where RE is harvested and stored. The strategy determines the
optimal power drawn from the RE farm to minimize the energy
bill for the user considering space-time varying electricity
prices and loads.

E. Dimensioning

1) PV Cell and Battery Sizing: For the BS powered by solar
energy with a battery, as shown in Fig. 13, it is imperative to
obtain the optimal size of the PV panel and battery to consider
the trade-off between the capital cost and the outage of the
system. V. Chamola et al. minimized the overall cost of the
system by obtaining the optimal size of the PV panel and
battery while satisfying the outage probability constraints and
evaluated the proposed framework through empirical solar data
[66], [120]. The first work modeled the outage probability of
a BS for a given PV panel size and battery by using historical
solar irradiance data [120]. Then, the authors proposed a
Markov model for characterizing hourly solar energy and used
it for optimal PV panel and battery size [121]. Further, the
Markov model was also used not only for the harvested solar
energy but also for the network traffic and the battery level
[66]. With it, the work presented a dimensioning framework
which integrates the solar energy, network traffic, and battery
level.
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Fig. 14. PV cell angle adjustment illustration including orientation angle and
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As opposed to the works of V. Chamola et al., the authors
[45] considered the average waiting time as a user QoS
constraint and minimized the CAPEX of deploying RE-based
BSs with optimal solar panel size and battery capacity. In the
case of [75], the authors dimensioned the PV system, wind
turbine, and the number of batteries so that the generated
energy on the worst month would be sufficient to power the
BS. The problem of assigning the solar panel and battery
size of each node in a solar-powered mesh network was
investigated in [60], [65]. Authors in [60] considered the data
routing algorithm when sizing the PV system parameters to
prevent the outages in the network, and minimize the network
deployment cost. Moreover, the authors [65] proposed an
algorithm, which introduces a bandwidth deficit when the
battery energy drops below a predetermined threshold and
minimizes the cost of using other energy sources.

2) PV Cell Angle Adjustment: Unlike the commonly pro-
posed solution to the mismatch between the energy generation
profile and BS energy consumption profile, such as energy
storage and traffic management, D. Benda et al. optimized
the PV cell angle for a BS to meet its energy consumption
profile in London, United Kingdom [124], [133], [134]. The
daily energy generation profile of a PV cell depends on
its angle which is composed of the orientation angle and
inclination angle. As shown in Fig. 14, the orientation angle
is defined with respect to the southern direction, while the
inclination angle is the angle between the PV cell plane and
the horizontal plane [133]. The authors [134] investigated the
effects of battery capacities and concluded different optimal
orientation angles of PV cells with respect to the size of
battery capacity. The result in [124] contradicted the general
assumption that south-facing PV cell orientation should be
chosen as an optimal solution in the northern hemisphere.
In [133], the authors jointly optimized the orientation angles
of several PV cells in a BS. They proposed deploying PV
cells with the same optimized orientation angle in BSs where
the energy consumption profile has one significant maximum
point. Otherwise, deploying the two groups of PV cells with
different orientation angles was suggested.

IV. FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS AND APPLICATIONS

A. Feasibility Analysis

Considering that the RE power system depends on the envi-
ronmental conditions of the BS site, it is essential to conduct

HOMER
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Electrical output 
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CAPEX
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OPEX
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PV size

Inverter size
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Output power

Output
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system with low NPC

Fig. 15. Architecture of HOMER.

a comprehensive feasibility study in terms of economics and
engineering to design a cellular network powered by RE. There
have been considerable feasibility studies that properly size
and optimize the BS power system using simulation based on
the meteorological data and traffic load profile in a specific
region. Table VIII shows the works with case studies on
feasibility analysis. It also includes the RE source, energy
storage system, BS type of each work and region from which
the energy source data and the traffic load profile were ob-
tained. Most of the works used HOMER software to evaluate
economic and technical feasibility and investigated the opti-
mal BS power supply system with sizing and dimensioning.
HOMER simulates the operation of a power system for each
hour using energy source profiles, e.g., solar irradiance and
wind speeds, equipment cost, energy storage system, and user-
specified constraint. As shown in Fig. 15, the simulation results
show cash flow, cost summary, electrical output data, and the
emission output of harmful gases. The cost summary includes
the net present cost (NPC), the cost of electricity (CoE),
and the operation cost, and the electrical output data shows
electrical load, excess electricity, and electricity production
from each energy source. Especially, NPC assesses all the
costs that occur within the lifetime of the system, which
includes CAPEX, component replacement within the time,
and maintenance cost. Based on that, the optimal sizing of
the solar PV array and wind turbine has been investigated so
that the BS would satisfy its electric demand with the lowest
NPC. The simulation results reveal that solar PV system is
an attractive option for powering BSs since it saves OPEX
with low NPC, CoE, and carbon emissions, whereas wind
turbine system is not feasible in all areas. The latest case study
work investigated the hybrid solar PV/wind turbine/biomass
generator-powered BS with energy sharing and load balancing
technique in Bangladesh [144]. Its simulation results not only
show that the proposed system has low NPC, CoE, and carbon
emission, but also show the performance gain due to the energy
sharing and load balancing. The energy sharing mechanism
can improve the probability of power supply loss and the
proper load balancing lowers the outage probability of user.

B. Applications

In this subsection, we introduce the applications of RE to
the components of cellular networks which serve the network
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TABLE VIII
SIMULATION-BASED CASE STUDY

Year of
Publication

RE source Energy storage
and support system BS type LocationSolar Wind Solar/Wind

hybrid Other

2009 [71] X Battery, fuel cell GSM** Kolkata, India
2010 [61] X Battery, DG GSM/CDMA** Bhopal, India

2010 [135]* X Battery, DG GSM India
2011 [67] X Battery CDMA Nepal

2011 [136]* X Battery, DG Greece
2012 [97] X Battery, grid GSM Bangladesh
2012 [70] X X X Battery GSM Congo
2012 [77]* X Battery, DG GSM/UMTS** Nigeria
2013 [24]* X X X Battery, DG, fuel cell, grid GSM/CDMA Nepal

2013 [137]* X Battery, grid LTE** Sevilla, Spain
2013 [138] X Battery, DG GSM Catalonia, Spain
2013 [64] X Battery, DG GSM Nigeria
2013 [139] X Solar/Water Battery, DG GSM Nigeria
2013 [34] X Battery, DG, fuel cell Croatia

2014 [140]* X Battery GSM/CDMA Benin, Nigeria
2014 [53] X Battery, DG GSM India
2014 [69] X X Battery, DG GSM Nigeria
2015 [141] X Battery, DG GSM Odisha, India
2015 [59] X Battery, DG LTE Malaysia
2016 [98] X Battery, grid LTE Malaysia
2016 [20] X Battery LTE South Korea
2016 [23] X Battery LTE South Korea
2017 [62] X Battery LTE Bangladesh
2017 [142] X Battery UMTS South Korea
2017 [143] X Battery GSM/UMTS/LTE South Korea
2020 [72] X X Battery, DG, grid LTE Dhaka, Bangladesh
2020 [144] Solar/Wind/Biomass Battery, grid LTE Bangladesh

*These references exploit software other than HOMER or propose algorithms for analysis.
**Global systems for mobile communications (GSM).
**Code-division multiple access (CDMA).
**Universal mobile telecommunication system (UMTS).
**Long-term evolution (LTE).

⋯

⋯

Solar 

powered UAV

Solar/wind 

powered UAV

Temporary high 

traffic situation
Rural areaUrban area

Fig. 16. Use of RE-powered UAVs for high traffic situation and rural area
in cellular networks.

in a way that fills the shortage of existing fixed BSs such as
aerial base station, NIB, VSAT and, satellite.

1) Aerial Base Station: Future cellular network is envi-
sioned to ubiquitously provide high-data-rate communication
services with high reliability. However, the conventional ter-
restrial BS is not enough to satisfy rural area connectivity,
agility, and resilience of the cellular network. Moreover,
deploying more fixed BSs is neither cost-effective nor fea-
sible, considering an unexpected disaster where the already
deployed infrastructure becomes useless or in temporary high
traffic demand situations, e.g., football games, Olympic games,
and concerts, which require additional network equipment to

provide the traffic storm [145]. In this context, an aerial base
station composed of multiple unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)
equipped with batteries and wireless transceivers, has been
proposed as a promising solution since it enables the flexible
deployment of communication infrastructure with high ma-
neuverability. Also, its mobility provides an additional spatial
degree of freedom due to higher line-of-sight connections with
ground users in real time, thus leading to better performance
with improved coverage [146]. Fig. 16 describes the various
uses of RE-powered UAVs in cellular networks.

Nonetheless, the mechanical movement and wireless com-
munication of UAVs require considerable energy, while the
capacity of the on-board energy storage system (i.e., gasoline
or on-board batteries) is limited due to its size and weight.
This results in a constrained UAV operation time in the air, and
UAVs are required to return to a charging station for energy
replenishment before the residual energy is depleted, hindering
ubiquitous and reliable communications [146], [150]–[153].

To overcome these drawbacks, RE, especially solar power
has been considered to prolong the UAV hovering time and
eventually realize perpetual flight [154], [155]. The commu-
nication with RE-powered UAVs has been addressed as an
optimization problem in [49], [147]–[149]. As the most widely
adopted design issues regarding the UAV communications are
the placement, the trajectory, and the flight time of the UAV,
these issues were jointly optimized with on/off switching of
the terrestrial BSs [147] or resource allocation [49], [147]–
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TABLE IX
SUMMARY OF RE-POWERED UAV COMMUNICATION WORKS

References
RE source

Objective
Design issues

QoSSolar Wind Solar/Wind
hybrid UAV movement Other design issues

[147] X
Minimizing the total energy

consumption of HetNets UAV placement Switch on/off
of terrestrial BS Received power of user

[148] X
Maximizing the sum of

user throughput UAV trajectory Transmit power,
subcarrier allocation Data rate of user

[49] X X X Minimizing the SNR outage UAV flight time Transmit power Data rate of user

[149] X
Minimizing the energy

consumption rate of UAV

Transmit power,
data routing,

data rate
Data rate of user

[149] subject to the minimum QoS constraints such as the data
rate of the ground user [49], [147], [148] and the received
power [147]. The harvested energy from solar or wind was
considered in dealing with the battery and energy consumption
of the UAVs. The summary of the works is listed in Table IX.
Since work in [147] investigated the placement of multiple
UAVs to support switching terrestrial BSs, its result showed
the impact of UAVs in ensuring connectivity and supporting
overloaded cells with minimum energy consumption. For
maximizing the sum of user throughput, the UAV’s optimal
path initially went to high altitudes to generate sufficient solar
energy and then returns to low altitudes to reduce the path loss
of the communication [148]. In [49], the author minimized the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) outage with the optimal UAV flight
time and transmit power and derived energy outage probability
which occurs when the battery power and the harvested power
is not enough to support the flight and data transmission. Its
result showed impact of the time of the day, the UAV transmit
power, and the flight time on the outage probabilities.

2) NIB: To satisfy the flexibility and the adaptability of
mobile networks, the NIB has been proposed, which fits all
the software and hardware modules in a handful of physical
devices. As NIB does not require any existing infrastructure,
it enables the mobile network to be portable and provide
connectivity in a wide range of scenarios, including after-
disaster rescue and the recovery, the tactical network, and
the temporary events [156]. A NIB is often designed to work
completely alone or together with other network components,
including other NIBs. In the case of a self-powered NIB, which
does not require any power wire to operate, the maximum
lifetime is one of the key factors that determine its quality.
Since longer service time requires heavy batteries or a power
generator, the trade-off between portability and lifetime should
be considered when choosing a NIB solution according to its
usage scenario.

To extend the service lifetime, solar-powered NIBs “Emer-
genNet” [157] and “Rescue base station” [158] have been con-
sidered. Both studies proposed a quickly deployable, portable,
and solar-powered small-scale cellular network, which pro-
vides voice calling and text messaging based on the global
systems for mobile communications (GSM) within a disaster
area. The commercial solar-powered NIB solutions can also
be found in [159], [160].

3) Global Connectivity: Investments in cellular networks
concentrated in densely populated urban areas, while the

Hub site

Remote sites

Solar
powered 
VSAT

Fig. 17. Satellite communication with solar-powered VSAT in remote sites.

technology is not profitable in rural areas with low population
densities lacking reliable power infrastructure. In the case of
rural areas, the conventional diesel-based BSs in bad-grid or
off-grid sites have been replaced with those powered by RE.
Table X shows the summary of case studies on RE usage as a
BS power source in several countries that lack reliable power
infrastructure.

To stretch out the mobile network to rural areas, the use of
satellite technology has been attractive as a solution.

a) VSAT: VSAT provides a solution for rural area com-
munication to the network operator. As shown in Fig. 17, a
VSAT connects the satellite as a small ground station with an
antenna diameter of 2.4 m and it is easy to deploy providing
a wide range of communication services with a large hub
station or other VSATs [161]. Given the fact that rural areas are
often bad-grid or off-grid sites, solar-powered VSAT has been
proposed [162]. Also, the International Telecommunication
Union, the Universal Postal Union, and the government of
India established VSAT-based satellite connectivity powered
by solar energy in remote locations of Bhutan [163]. Several
companies have come up with solar-powered VSAT solu-
tions. GlobalTT, an European company that provides satellite
Internet services mainly in Africa, powers its VSAT with
solar panels for easy installation in isolated places [164].
Also, SOLARCOM, a French company of energy supply and
communication solutions [165], and MEAPAC, a provider of
satellite-based network solutions [166], offer solar-powered
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TABLE X
RURAL AREA CASE STUDY [1]

Country Total number of BSs Network operator Number of
RE-powered BSs

Percentage of
RE-powered BSs

RE source
and support system

Bangladesh 40,000
Grameenphone 1,200 3% Solar PV

Robi 700 1.75% Solar PV
Axiata 400 (Planning) 1% Solar PV

Democratic
Republic of Congo 4,500 Africa Mobile Networks 235 5.22%

Fiji 950 Digicel Fiji 30 3.15% Solar PV + battery + DG
Mali 3,000 Orange Mali 680 22.67% Solar PV + battery

Myanmar 16,500 (Total) 1300 7.88% Solar PV + battery
Solar PV + battery + DG

Peru 11,500 Internet Para Todos 3,600 (Planning) 31.30% Solar PV
Uganda 3,800 American Tower Corporation 300 7.89% Solar PV

VSATs.
b) Satellite Connectivity Project: Several satellite

projects are currently in progress or service to deliver the
affordable Internet access globally, and the satellites rely
on solar panels for harvesting energy. SpaceX has launched
1,443 satellites for its project called “Starlink constellation”
and plans to launch more satellites and install more ground
stations to improve data speed, latency, and global coverage
[167]. Also, OneWeb plans to provide coverage everywhere
above 50°N by the end of 2021, and expects to realize the
full global coverage by the the end of 2022 [168]. Amazon
and Telesat joined the race as well to provide global Internet
services via satellites under the project “Kuiper” [169] and
“Telesat Lightspeed” [170], respectively.

V. FUTURE WORKS

Even though considerable research works regarding RE-
enabled cellular networks have been conducted, challenges
remain to be tackled carefully. As the cellular network tech-
nology has rapidly developed and the rapid development is
expected to continue along with the surge in data traffic
demand, the research on incorporating RE into the network
must evolve accordingly. In some countries, MNOs already
started launching the newest generation of cellular networks,
5G, whereas it is on track to be implemented in many others.
However, the most recent cellular network generation applied
in the feasibility studies is 4G, LTE, as shown in Table VIII,
and the research for the 5G case is yet to be done.

While the development of cellular networks was mostly
driven by the demand for high data rates and capacity, re-
cent evolution concentrated on the emergence of the Internet
of Everything (IoE) system. It connects millions of people
and billions of machines requiring ultra-reliable, low latency
communication (URLLC) and self-sustaining networks (SSNs)
with service of extended reality, autonomous systems, and
brain-computer interfaces. Especially, SSNs should be able to
not only adapt their functions to specific environmental states
but also sustain their resources through energy harvesting
[171]. Nevertheless, the marketed 5G system is yet to fully
support the IoE system with URLLC and SSNs passing
them on to 6G, and the driving trends of 6G propose new
performance metrics, functions, and technologies that needs
to be considered. Hence, RE should be more heavilty utilized

in cellular networks to realize SSNs in the future. Also, RE
incorporation should not focus only on high data rate and
capacity like the development of the past generations, and the
emergence of IoE systems with the new performance metrics,
functions, and techniques must be considered. The following
paragraphs explain suggested future research directions on RE-
enabled cellular networks from the perspective of the new
characteristics of the IoE system.

1) Performance metrics: Many of the above-mentioned
studies in this article formulated optimization problems aimed
at minimizing the energy consumption, maximizing the profits
of MNO, maximizing the energy efficiency, and minimizing
the energy cost with the constraints for the minimum QoS
of users. Unlike the classical QoS such as latency and data
rate, a new concept, namely the quality of physical expe-
rience (QoPE) is needed to satisfy not only the technical
requirements, but also perceptual requirements in IoE services,
especially the extended reality. QoPE merges physical factors
from the users with the conventional QoS and the quality of
experience (QoE) [171]. Secrecy can be another performance
metric for 6G cellular network and is related to blockchain
and distributed ledger technology, which will be potentially
used in the 6G cellular network. The blockchain is expected
to revolutionize the network paradigm by eliminating central
authority and the distributed authorized party chaining blocks
together realizes transactions. These technologies improve
network security and reduce costs. Therefore, advanced perfor-
mance metrics along with communication technologies should
be considered in the future RE-enabled networks research.

2) Functions: Unlike the past five generations, which had
one exclusive function of communication, 6G is envisioned to
deliver multiple services including communications, sensing,
control, localization, and computing [172]. Therefore, RE must
be integrated into the cellular network in a way that considers
not only communication but also other functions the future
cellular network can bring to the users. Specifically, previous
studies assumed the BS power consumption model, which
takes into account only the communication function of the
network, as introduced in Section II.C. Instead, the existing
research should be revisited based on new energy consumption
models of other multiple services in the future 6G network.

3) Techniques: Data size will continue to increase in the
form of massive and distributed data and machine learning
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with big data training will be the most innovative technique for
designing a 6G autonomous system [173]. Machine learning
was already exploited for RE-based HetNets [73], [174], [175].
The authors [73] maximized energy efficiency through traffic
offloading, and power allocation, whereas the work in [174]
obtained the optimal BS sleep mode control and the energy
sharing mechanism for the minimum grid energy consumption.
In the case of [175], the work addressed user scheduling and
resource allocation to maximize energy efficiency. However,
the works are limited to HetNets, and the existing works on
green communication can be revisited using machine learning
techniques.

In the 6G cellular network, there exist several new changes
and technologies that can be combined with RE and require a
re-examination of existing studies on RE-enabled networks,
including; i) cell-free access scheme, ii) optical wireless
communication, iii) terahertz (THz) communication, iv) brain-
computer interface, v) caching and edge computing.

• Cell-free massive MIMO: Cell-free massive MIMO aims
for nearly uniform achievable rates and seamless handover
across the network’s coverage area. This is realized by
combining massive MIMO, small cells, and CoMP with
many cooperating access points (AP) distributed over the
coverage [176]. The large number of APs jointly serve users
in the network and leads to energy consumption challenge,
which motivates the incorporation of RE.
• THz communication: As the per-user bit rate in 6G network
is expected to be approximately 1 TB/s, higher frequencies,
such as mmWave and THz band will play a key role in
the 6G network [177]. Accordingly, there will be challenges
in hardware and software implementation operating at these
high frequencies, and a new energy consumption model will
be required to match the high frequencies.
• Brain-computer interface: The brain-computer interface is
another IoE service in 6G. Using the tiny devices, which
can be worn, implanted, and embedded, people can interact
with the environment around them. For example, people can
communicate and control their environment through gestures
[171]. Considering that the worn, implanted, and embedded
devices with a battery will cause inconvenience, new energy-
harvesting modules for such devices need to be developed,
obviating the need for a battery. Also, dimensioning the
energy harvesting module should be essential for the trade
off between cost and performance.
• Optical wireless communication (OWC) : Along with the
THz band, the optical frequency band is another key enabler
for 6G, which requires a high data density of 100 GB/s/m2

and low latency of 10 µs [172], [178]. In OWC, the pho-
todetector converts the propagated optical signal into an
electrical signal. The works in [178]–[181] proposed an
OWC receiver using a solar panel as a photodetector so that it
can convert the optical signal into an electrical signal without
any external power and even generate extra energy. Thus,
OWC offers great potential for realizing 6G, especially when
it is powered by solar energy, considering the high data rate
and SSNs of 6G.
• Caching and edge computing: While caching at the network

edge has been envisioned as a key technique for reducing
congestion and improving QoS, it poses a challenge on
energy consumption. Hence, the works in [48], [182]–[185]
proposed RE-aware caching together with BS sleep mode
control [48], [182], routing [184], or user association [185].
In 6G, all user-specific computation and intelligence may
move to the edge cloud so that the edge can provide low-
latency user applications such as mobile virtual reality and
mixed reality applications. Edge computing can also be used
in a thin user client, which is a low-energy device capable
of interacting with human senses or neural systems [186].
Therefore, energy consumption challenges in the edge will
persist, and RE-aware edge computing can offer a promising
solution.

VI. CONCLUSION

This survey paper discusses RE-enabled cellular networks
which reduce energy consumption along with CO2 emission
and offer an alternative power source in off-grid cases. We
discussed the components of RE-powered BSs, and intro-
duced the energy sources, energy storage system, BS, and
controller by investigating the RE sources, DG, battery, fuel
cell, BS power consumption model, traffic model, and energy-
harvesting model. Then, we classified and discussed optimiza-
tion and design issues in RE-enabled cellular networks. More-
over, we presented feasibility studies that properly optimize
the RE-powered BS system for specific regions. Lastly, we
introduced other applications in which RE was adopted as
an energy source for components other than terrestrial BSs
in a cellular network. This survey attempts to briefly explore
the current research with respect to the RE-enabled cellular
networks and the comprehensive overview provided in this
work can serve as a guideline for further research on RE-
enabled cellular network.
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